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Overall Status:
The bulk of the effort during this reporting period has involved
keeping abreast of EREP pass planning (including both scheduling of
passes and locating the ground track) in order to assure that real
time ground truth may be obtained should an overflight occur over site
866323.
During this period information has been assimilated on the extent
of data collection to date primarily over site 866323 and secondarily
over site 866428. A synopsis of this information follows:
Date Track Mission Site Remarks
6-12-73 61 SL-2 866323 S-190A on, S-190B not operated,
11-Sec. of S-192 data acquired.
6-12-73 61 SL-2 866428 S-190A on, S-190B not operated,
S-192 coverage acquired only
for extreme SW corner of site -
no screening film received.
8-5-73 61 SL-3 866323 S-190A and S-190B on, no S-192
data acquired - clouds reportedly
occluded site.
8-5-73 61 SL-3 866428 S-190A and S-190B on, no S-192
data acquired.
8-9-73 47 SL-3 866323 S-190A on, S-190B not operated,
S-192 not operated.
9-9-73 59 SL-3 866323 no sensors operated over site -
weather reportedly not acceptable.
9-9-73 59 SL-3 866428 sensors not operated over site
9-19-73 4 SL-3 866428 unknown whether sensors were
operated, S-192 coverage, if
available, would only cover
extreme NE corner of site.
Information concerning the SL-3 mission listed in the above table
was obtained by a review of EREP post-pass messages and through con-
versations with the PIMO. The tabulated information may not be complete;
however, it is an attempt on our part to collate information from several
sources prior to the return of the SL-3 crew and the subsequent dis-
semination of imagery to the investigators.
Only imagery from the overflight of 6-12-73 have been available
for our review. Available imagery have included S-190A photographic
products and S-192 screening film. The screening film has been used
to determine the extent of site coverage and to specify location and
quantity of CCT's desired for subsequent processing. Appropriate S-192
digital tapes were requested on 9-21-73 by correspondence to the Principal
Investigator Management Office (PIMO).
Recommendations for Action
It is difficult and time consuming to remain informed of site
coverage by various sensors on the numerous data collection tracks.
A catalog of EREP data should be made available as soon as possible.
Expected Accomplishments During the Next Period
We will await the receipt of data tapes as ordered and will assess
subsequent processing plans based upon receipt of screening film from
mission SL-3.
Significant Results
None to report.
Summary Outlook
The remaining processing and analysis to be performed constitutes
the major effort of the contract.
Travel Summary and Plans
No travel has been undertaken or is anticipated for the forthcoming
period.
